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Introducing “Future’s Beginning” 
a DVD audiobook in full surround sound!
Based on characters created by master storyteller Eve Celestial and co-creator Dennis Human, “Future’s Beginning” is a professionally produced mystical 
science fiction tale of the convergence of three elements of the universe – time travel, imagination, and destiny. 

Each listener will have a different experience each and every time.
  
Presented for the first time in full rich and powerful 360° Surround Sound, “Future’s Beginning,” is a 32 minute fantasy DVD audiobook featuring the 
professional voice over talents of Darin Skylar, Jennifer Grimm, Casey Moo, and Jeff Nordin as well as musical selections by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
performed by the Apollo Orchestra, vocals produced by Jeff Myhre. What makes this DVD audiobook truly unique is that the storyline and time-line 
intersect and arc in such a way as to allow for a different storytelling and listening experience each and every time.

Join Oliver Pryor (Darin Skylar) from 1920’s England on his and your journey through the reaches of 
time and space and in the process meet – 
•  Eve (Jennifer Grimm) who is both the beginning and the end as she transcends the dimensions of time
    and space and represents the future beyond that which we have come to label as reality.
•   General Captain Mann (Casey Moo) is the mysterious Savingor and Keeper of Knowledge and
     represents the future’s past.
•  Professor Noel W. Edge (Jeff Nordin), self realized genius and representing the present’s past. He
    has worked for both Thomas Edison and Nikola Tesla and along the way becomes involved with
    the government’s secret World War Two project ‘The Philadelphia Experiment’ dealing with time 
     travel.

Feel…listen… and experience this interactive professionally produced cosmic 
journey as you become drawn in with different story interpretations.

And remember…Listen at your own risk!

Order your copy today of this imaginative 
DVD audiobook, "Future’s Beginning” 

produced in surround sound for only $9.95.
Available on our website at www.FuturesBeginning.com.

Get ready to experience a celestial 
journey through the dimensions of 

both time and space….


